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Dispersive and non-dispersive waves through
plants: implications for arthropod
vibratory communication
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Vibratory communication in arthropods is a widespread phenomenon. Arthropods living on plants have
been reported to use only dispersive bending waves in the context of prey–predator, competition, social
and sexual interactions. Differences in signal structure have also been postulated to work as species
recognition mechanisms and speciation agents. Using two identical laser Doppler vibrometers and a
wavelet analysis, we quantified the wave propagation modes in rush stems ( Juncus effusus) over the whole
range of frequencies used by arthropods. A non-dimensionalized analysis shows that mechanical waves
propagate not only as dispersive bending waves, but also as non-dispersive waves. Our analysis implies that
an arthropod can communicate through non-dispersive bending waves by either producing signals of high
frequencies or by choosing large stems, two widely different options tapping into the physiological and the
behavioural repertoires, respectively. Non-dispersive waves, unreported so far in insect vibratory
communication in plants, present serious advantages over dispersive bending waves in terms of signal
integrity and may well be much more widely used than anticipated, in particular for species recognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Vibratory communication is widespread among insects
and arachnids (Gogala 1985; Barth 2002; Greenfield
2002; Čokl & Virant-Doberlet 2003; Virant-Doberlet &
Čokl 2004; Drosopoulos & Claridge 2006). Its role has
been established in a great variety of contexts, such as
prey–predator interactions, competition, brood care,
social interactions and sexual communication (Cocroft
2001; Cocroft & Rodrı̀guez 2005; Casas & Magal 2006).
Several temporal and frequency parameters of the
vibratory songs are species-specific and have potentially
a great impact on the mate choice of species, in particular,
cryptic species (Henry 1994; Sueur 2006). The analysis of
female preference for male vibratory signals also strongly
supports the hypothesis that such sexual communication
systems might act as speciation agents in sympatric
conditions (Rodriguez et al. 2006).
Despite repeated calls for a better understanding of the
physics of signal propagation, vibratory responses of plant
structures have been rarely studied (Bell 1980; Michelsen
et al. 1982; Keuper & Kühne 1983; Markl 1983). The
pioneer study of Michelsen et al. (1982) reported mainly
low-frequency bending, or flexural, waves used by plantdwelling insects. This has been supported by all recent
studies (e.g. Cocroft 2000; Miles et al. 2001; McNett et al.
2006) and is now standard in textbooks on animal
communication (e.g. Greenfield 2002). Such bending
waves are known to be dispersive, i.e. each frequency
travels at its own speed, leading to substantial spreading of
wave packets along the transmitting path. This dispersive
property may greatly alter signal shape and consequently
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its efficiency for information transfer. This is an obvious
challenge for arthropods as signal integrity is a sine qua non
condition for proper identification, discrimination among
otherwise quite similar signals and adequate behavioural
response. Solutions to this problem might be to produce
signals at low repetition rate, to communicate at very
short distance or to use waves the least dispersive as
possible. The characterization of propagation modes and
velocities of waves propagating in a solid can be done using
at least two distant measurement points, being two
accelerometers or two contact free laser vibrometers
(McDevitt et al. 1993). Unfortunately, very few studies
used such a set-up (Magal et al. 2000; Cocroft et al. 2006;
McNett et al. 2006) and most of these studies were limited
to a frequency range below 2 kHz. Although the majority
of vibrating insects produce low-frequency signals, some
of them produce vibrations extending above 5 kHz
(Keuper & Kühne 1983; Gogala 1984; Devries 1991).
Arthropod drummers like jumping spiders, stoneflies,
beetles and termites also generate signals covering a broad
frequency spectrum with high-frequency content when
hammering a part of their body against the substrate
( White et al. 1993; Elias et al. 2003; Evans et al. 2005).
Similarly, many stridulating or tymballing insects also
transmit wide-band signals through the substrate (Keuper &
Kühne 1983; Gogala 1984; Stölting et al. 2002). Receivers
among these species could be tuned only to these high
frequencies.
The aim of this work was, therefore, to quantify
bending wave propagation in plants over the complete
range of frequencies covered by insects and to better
characterize the mode of wave propagation. We used a
plant structure as simple as possible, a stem, and a two-
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channel laser Doppler vibrometer system enabling simultaneous measurements at two distant points. To assess
dispersion overall frequency range, we used a century old
technique (Kolsky 1963; Graff 1975) by producing sharp
impact like transients and computing the frequency
dependent wave velocity using wavelet transform. We
discuss the implication of the observed propagation for
arthropod vibratory communication.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The propagation speed of substrate-borne waves was
measured in five rush stems ( Juncus effusus, Juncaceae)
ranging in radius from 0.85 to 2.1 mm (other values: 1.25,
1.55 and 1.65 mm, meanZ1.48 mm). Such stems were
selected for their simple structure: they are not ramified and
have no leaves. They are selected as a natural host by numerous
vibrating insects, such as planthoppers and leafhoppers
(Nickel & Remane 2002). Stems were collected from a site
close to the laboratory just prior to testing. The set-up was
composed of two laser Doppler vibrometers (Ometron VS
100, Harpenden, UK) with a sensitivity of 1 mm sK1 placed on
a vibration isolation table (Newport, Irvine, USA), a rush stem
fixed on both ends, a small metal ball weighting 2.5 mg and a
multi-channel SIGLAB data recorder working at a sampling rate
of 51.3 kHz (Spectral Dynamics, San José, USA). An
electrical magnet was used to drop the metal ball on the stem
6 cm from the closest attachment point and from a height of
2 cm. The energy transmitted to the stem by the falling ball
was 5!10K7 Nm (EZ mgh, with mZ2.5 mg, gZ9.81 m sK2,
hZ2 cm). Previously used with success for the mechanical
study of natural material (Casas et al. 1998; Magal et al. 2000),
such signal generator is highly repeatable and produces high
frequencies difficult to stimulate with conventional electromagnetic shakers. The impact generated a sharp Dirac-like
transient in the stem (Kolsky 1963; Graff 1975). This
reference signal was recorded by the first laser placed between
9 and 24 mm from the ball impact point. This distance was
required in order to avoid any interference between the
impacting device and the laser beam. The second laser was
used to record the wave after its propagation through the stem.
The distance between the reference point (first laser) and the
measurement point (second laser) was 35 cm for one stem and
45 cm for four stems. Larger distances would have led to
excessive tapering of the tip of the stems. Each stem was
impacted five times, and the cleanest signal was kept for
further analysis.
Transients such as those generated through the stems by
the falling ball cannot be analysed using conventional Fourier
analysis (Qian & Dapang 1996). We then opted for a
Continuous Wavelet Transform using the Daubechies wavelet
of order 2. This type of wavelet is particularly well adapted for
the analysis of sharp discontinuities ( Jensen & La Cour Harbo
2001). Wavelet analyses were computed using the MATLAB
wavelet toolbox (Misiti et al. 1996) and plotted with R (R
Development Core Team 2004). We extracted the dispersion
relation of the group velocity following the works of Wahl &
Bolton (1993). The sharp discontinuity at the measurement
point near the impact point sets time at zero. For a given scale,
the first peak in the wavelet intensity appearing at the further
measurement point gives the arrival time of a wave at that scale.
We first analysed signals using a wavelet scale a ranging from 2
to 20 with steps of one (corresponding frequency range:
25.6–2.5 kHz). Then we used steps of 10 for changing scale
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

between 21 and 91 (2.4–0.526 kHz) and steps of 100 for
changing scale between 101 and 2001 (0.506–0.025 kHz).
Dividing the travelled distance by the amount of time gives the
frequency dependent velocity.
Since bending wave velocity is a function of the square root
of frequency, we looked for any correlation between these two
variables. In order to compare the mechanical behaviour of all
stems in an integrated fashion, all data were non-dimensionalized by replacing the frequency f (Hz) by r/l (rZstem
radius (m), lZwavelength (m)) and the velocity c (m sK1) by
c/cmax (cmaxZmaximal velocity). Such a non-dimensionalization allows the investigation of not only the effect of
frequency, but also the effect of stem radius on wave velocity.
The data were compared with Bernoulli–Euler and
Timoshenko beam theories. Bernoulli–Euler’s theory is
known to establish a positive linear relationship between
frequency and velocity for r/l!0.1. Timoshenko’s theory
states that the wave velocity levels off at high frequencies and
predicts a maximal speed unrelated to radius (Kolsky 1963;
Graff 1975). Bernouilli–Euler’s theory is a special case of
Timoshenko’s in which shear and rotary inertia are neglected
and both assume that the deformations are small. These
theories respectively follow the equations (Sayir 1983; see
Graff (1975) and Cremer et al. (2005) for alternative
formulations):
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where E is the Young’s modulus (N mK2), r is the mass
density (kg mK3), G is the shear modulus (N mK2) and n is
the Poisson’s coefficient.
A plant stem is a highly heterogeneous and anisotropic
structure, in contrast to the materials used in the conventional
engineering models. Thus, we did not try to implement
parameter values reflecting approximate behaviour (see
Lange (1963) for an early failure with wood bars and the
explanation thereof) but concentrated on the overall shape
and qualitative behaviour of the dispersion curves. We,
therefore, fitted our values to the general formulae derived
from the equations (2.1) and (2.2) with nonlinear regression
method using SYSTAT:
r
Bernouilli–Euler theory : c Z a ; with a Z 25;
ð2:4Þ
l

Kð1=2Þ
r
r2
Timoshenko’s theory : c Z b 1 C d 2
;
l
l
ð2:5Þ
with b Z 6154 ð95% interval confidence
Z 5682–6625Þ and d Z 1182 ð927–1438Þ:

3. RESULTS
Wavelet analysis of the signal after propagation typically
showed dispersive patterns for frequency below 5 kHz
(figure 1). The propagation speed was indeed an increasing
function of the square root of wave frequency below 5 kHz
but was uncorrelated to it above 5 kHz (figure 2a). The data
agreed with the Bernoulli–Euler’s theory for r/l!0.03 and
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Figure 1. Scalograms (two-dimensional plots of continuous wavelet transform) and oscillograms of signals recorded by the two
distant lasers focusing on a rush stem. (a) The first laser recorded a typical transient signal generated by the falling ball. The
scalogram indicates a wide-band spectrum. The second laser recorded the signal after its propagation through the plant at 45 cm
from the impact point. Because of dispersion phenomenon, the signal recorded (b) after propagation shows high frequencies
arriving first, leading lower frequencies (see arrows). This phenomenon is, however, true only for frequencies lower than 5 kHz.
Y-axis of oscillograms refers to signal velocity but not to wave velocity. Note the change of range between the oscillograms. For
convenience, wavelet scale a has been converted into frequency scale (kHz). Horizontal grey level bar indicates the range for the
absolutes values of regression coefficients.

to the Timoshenko’s theory for r/lO0.03 (figure 2b). The
propagation speed was an increasing function of stem
radius for low values of r/lO0.03 and then became
independent of radius. Thus, waves propagated in a nondispersive way for large stem radius and at high frequencies.
4. DISCUSSION
Dispersive bending waves are invariably reported in the
literature regarding insect vibratory communication in
plants, even though a comprehensive analysis over a wide
frequency range was never carried out due to the lack of
appropriate technology. Our study clearly shows that a
plant stem, as simple as a rush stem, can transmit
dispersive and non-dispersive bending waves. Wave
velocity was indeed proportional here to the square root
of the frequency at low frequencies, a signature of bending
waves that can be modelled using the Bernoulli–Euler’s
theory, but also shows a levelling off at high frequencies
following Timoshenko’s theory. In addition, propagation
speed on stems with large diameter was independent of the
diameter size, as it was independent of frequencies at high
frequencies. The stem then became equivalent to a semiProc. R. Soc. B (2007)

infinite solid. The propagation speed is known, in the
limit, to approach the propagation speed of the Rayleigh
wave speed, typical of surface waves (Graff 1975). In other
words, the larger the stem, the more difficult is the
distinction between surface waves and bending waves.
Despite being roughly characterized by a hard skin and a
soft internal core, a rush stem is mechanically not
equivalent to a hollow cylinder, as energy can leak through
the internal ‘foam’ material. Wave propagation in
sandwich stem and leaf structures is a virgin field of
research (refer to Gibson et al. (1988) for a pioneer static
study on a leaf and Spatz et al. (1997) for a similar study on
a stem). Thus, a rigorous distinction between wave types
produced by insects has still to be carried out despite the
fact that insects have been proved so far to produce only
bending waves (Michelsen et al. 1982). New technology,
such as the use of multiple laser vibrometers applied
here and very recently (Cocroft et al. 2006; McNett et al.
2006), is a major step towards fulfilling this task.
Given the influence of small differences in the signals of
arthropods, like for hemipteran (Claridge & Vrijer De 1994)
or neuropteran insects ( Henry 2006), smearing and
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Figure 2. Dispersion of substrate-borne waves in a rush stem. (a) Relation between the square root of the frequency f (kHz) and
velocity c (m sK1) for five stems: velocity first increases with the square root of frequency and then remains stationary whatever
the frequency. The vertical dashed line is at fZ5 kHz (i.e. OfZ2.23 kHz). (b) Non-dimensionalized analysis investigating the
combined effects of frequency and stem radius on wave velocity. Observations are compared with Bernouilli–Euler (dashed line)
and Timoshenko (continuous line) beam theories.

merging of signals should be strongly avoided to ensure
species recognition. One way to mitigate the dispersive
nature of bending waves is to communicate at short distance
only, before signal degradation becomes significant. This
implies, however, other delicate communication
mechanisms, such as long-distance chemical and/or optic
communication, for meeting at precise sites. Dispersive
bending waves have then a set of intrinsic characteristics
conflicting with the need of high signal integrity in vibratory
communication over large distances. By contrast, the shape
of a non-dispersive wave is maintained as it will travel over
long distances. The sender can emit signals of complex
nature and the receiver does not need to filter out the
possible effects of the transmission channel. Our analysis
suggests that arthropods might also produce non-dispersive
bending waves through plants. In fact, we expect the
production of non-dispersive bending waves to be much
more frequent than anticipated, for example for plectopteran drumming on large plants, or for dead-watch beetles
drumming on large wood beams. Studies on the forces
applied by insects to their substrates are needed to compare
with our set-up, to estimate the muscular power needed and
to fix the range of signals that can be produced.
As revealed by our non-dimensionalized analysis, an
arthropod could produce non-dispersive waves either by
producing signals of high frequencies or by choosing large
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

stems, two widely different options tapping into the
physiological and the behavioural repertoires, respectively.
Our results may provide an adaptive explanation for the
occurrence of high frequency vibratory signals produced
by some insects despite their high attenuation. Even if
insects can produce high frequency signals, they remain
constrained in the frequency range they can produce,
either due to the power output of their muscles, to the
mechanisms of vibration production, or to the filtering of
specific frequency bands by the environment. The later
influence has been postulated as a driving force explaining
the wide-band signals produced by insects (Forrest 1994;
Miklas et al. 2001).
Choosing a location well suited for producing nondispersive waves without having to generate high frequencies, such as a large stem, seems to be an easier and energy
sparse task. For instance, producing a signal above around
4–5 kHz on the larger stem we studied (radiusZ2.1 mm)
is enough to produce non-dispersive waves. Some singing
insects are known to communicate in a particular microhabitat and/or during a specific temporal window that
maximize transmission (Bennet-Clark 1998; Römer
1998). Similar studies regarding the adaptation of
vibrational signals for transmission through plants are
quite rare and gave inconsistent results (Cocroft &
Rodrı̀guez 2005; Čokl et al. 2005). We do know, however,
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that choosing an exact location on the plant substrate can
be of major importance for signal transmission. The
energy contained in a signal could decrease by 80% within
an apple leaf, depending on the type and number of veins
between sender and receiver. Major veins are effective low
pass filters, implying that animals sitting on either sides of
a leaf will experience different signals (Magal et al. 2000).
The identification of different modes of wave propagation available for communication in plants implies that
we need to increase our efforts on understanding not only
the biophysics of vibration production and reception, but
also the microhabitat choices of the animals, as well as the
costs and benefits of the different options available to
them. This is an ambitious but timely programme given
the increasing role ascribed to the details of communication in sexual selection and speciation processes for the
numerous and very large groups of arthropods using
vibratory communication.
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